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Hermetic wireless image transmission 
kit for TVI 2.0 cameras in ISM 5.8 GHz 



Thank you for choosing the CAM-TVI2.0. It is a new line of wireless systems in analog HD 
technology. The system is designed for wireless, analog transmission of video and sound in
professional CCTV systems, wherever the need is of high-quality, stable video connection 
high resolution TVI technology 
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The contents of this manual comprise proprietary information of CAMSAT and are intended
only for use by purchasers of the equipment described herein. In order to copy or use any 
part of this manual for purposes other than the application or maintenance of the 
described equipment, it is required that the customer should first obtain a written consent 
from CAMSAT. 



1. Safety and maintenance tips
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2. R&TTE declaration of conformity
This device meets requirements of the European directive on radio equipment, telecommuni-
cations terminals as well as on their mutual identification and compatibility (Directive 
1999/5/CE of the European Parliament and the Council of Europe, March 1999). 

The CAM-TVI2.0 module is compliant with provisions related to the safety in using electrical 
devices. Observe the following guidelines: 

• the power outlet must be earthed in compliance with applicable provisions,  
• before transferring the device or performing any other technical operations, disconnect 

the power supply, 
• do not use any damaged or worn power supply cables, as they pose a threat to the user's

safety, 
• installation works must be performed by sufficiently qualified technicians, do not use the 

device in locations where flammable substances are kept, 
• secure the device so that children or unauthorised persons should not gain access to it,  
• make certain that the device has been reliably fixed,  
• the device is off only after disconnecting its power supply cables and the cables between 

it and other devices,
• if the device is transferred to a room where the temperature is higher than where it has 

previously been kept, water vapour may condensate inside its casing, which will prevent 
its proper use Wait until the condensed water evaporates.  
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3. Basic Information
The CAM-TVI2.0 device is intended for wireless transmission of an TVI video signal through a 
radio link in the ISM 5.8 GHz band. It supports 4 channels in the CE frequencies ranging from 
5725 MHz to 5875 MHz, and additional 12 channels in the frequencies from 5325 MHz to 5725
MHz that are intended for operation in some non-EU countries. 

The system enables camera image transmission in the following standards:  

• HD-TVI 2.0Mpix (1080p) 

• HD-TVI 1.3Mpix (720p)

Package contents:

• Video/Audio transmitter with an integrated antenna 

• Video/Audio receiver with an integrated antenna

• Zip ties 

• User Manual and Declaration of Conformity 

Before you begin 

Before you proceed to install the unit on the mast: Check if the device has not been damaged 
in transportation Select the right location for installation to ensure a full line of sight for the 
antennas.
Materials and obstructions such as glass, a tree or walls cause significant attenuation of the 
microwave signal. It is recommended to install the device 3 metres above the highest obstruc-
tion in the transmission route. Check the channel settings. The transmitter and the receiver 
must be set to the same channel. If the settings are not the same, please select them as speci-
fied in the table below. 
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Specification:

Video standard
TVI (TurboHD) video standard, TVI 2Mpix (1080p) and 1.3Mpix (720p) 

cameras

Range over 500 m

Operating frequency
The frequency of CE from 5725 MHz to 5875 MHz. Frequencies for 

some countries outside the EU from 5350 MHz to 5875 MHz

Bandwidth 20Mhz

Number of operating 

channels
all: 16, CE EU: 4

Transmitting power CE25 mW (14 dBm) Maximum power in the EU (CE)

Antenna Antenna, directional aerial, 45 ° angle

Audio No audio

OSD control No

Video BNC 1Vp-p (75 Ω)

Receiver sensitivity -85 dBm

Modulation FM

Power Transmitter: 12-24V AC/DC/800mA, Receiver: 12-24V AC/DC/800mA

Fastening Clips or mast suspension

Working temperature -20 ° C ÷ 55 ° C

Dimensions 230 mm x 132 mm x 45 mm

External use IP 65

Warranty 2 years

Compliance with 

regulations
CE, RoHS
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4. Quick Start
Secure the device to a mast by using UV zip tie fasteners, and direct the antenna directly to 
the reception point. Note: The antenna of the transmitter must be in a line of sight with the an-
tenna of the receiving unit (the antennas must be directed onto each other as shown in the 
drawing below). 

The units should be powered on in turns, i.e. one after the other. It is not recommended to po-
wer on all transmitters at the same time. Begin by activating the first transmission link, and 
only once it is fully operational proceed to activate another link in the same way. This will faci-
litate activating and selecting spur operating channels. 

Connect the video cables to the BNC or UTP port and the audio cables (only for PAL/NTSC) as 
specified in the description. Set the required channel as per the table. Antenna polarisation 
(vertical installation) and channel number must be the same for both interconnected transmit-
ter-receiver devices. 

Set the required channel as shown in the table and select the same channel for the transmitter
and the receiver.

Lenght of coaxial video cable shouldn’t be longer than 50m. 

If you want to use an 10Ohm UTP cables you should apply high quality balun 
transformer for impedance matching. 
Please remeber that any transofmer or converter will reduce signal quality!
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Channel settings (dipswitch CHANNEL)

Note: CAM-TVI2.0 enables using special channels and frequency ranges depending on the co-
untry or region! Please follow the standards used in your country. Do not use these settings if 
you are not sure what standards are used in your region. 

CAUTION
In order to ensure a stable radio connection, the antennas must be in a line of 
sight. A 100% line of sight must also be provided in the first Fresnel zone. This 
means that for the frequency of 5.8 GHz and the distance of 600 m, an 
unobstructed space for a radio beam in the radius of at least 3.9 m (r in the dr 
point) must be provided.  
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a) Terminals / controls:

Receier panel:

Transmitter panel:

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Larger systems composed of several sets should be run and set one after the other, ie.
Power connection of next set should take place only after the precise alignment and the
start of the previous set. 

2. Due to the generation of noise it is not recommended to use low-cost and low-quality
switching power supply other than the one dedicated by manufacturer,  for example:
CAMSAT ZS12 / 1A. 

3. It is not recommended to connect the transmitter and receiver to a common power
supply. It is allowed to connect several transmitters to one power supply and use a
separate power supply for multiple receivers. 

4. It is  recommended to mount the receivers at  least 6-7 m away from other wireless
digital systems such as GSM, WiFi, CDS-502 

5. Use a high quality coaxial cables for video signal transmission.
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5. General warranty terms
General warranty terms
The device is supplied with a standard warranty card. The manufacturer declines all other war-
ranties. In no case the producer is liable for any damages (including, without limitation, con-
sequential, special, or incidental damages, or damages for loss of profits, business interrup-
tion, los of business infomation or other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use or inability to 
use this product, even if the manufacturer has been advised of the possibility of such dama-
ges. 

Camsat grants a 24 month warranty for the CAM-TVI2.0 transmission kit 

1. If the device is not be operating properly, make sure, before returning the device for servi-
cing, that everything was done according to the operating manual
2. If the faulty device is returned or send in for repairs, a thorough written description of the 
signs of the device’s faulty operation, including the operating environment and the manner in 
which they appear, should be enclosed 
3. The prerequisite for exercising the warranty rights is enclosing the proof of purchase, inclu-
ding the purchase date and description of damage, with the faulty device 
4. Warranty repairs cover only faults occurring due to reasons inherent to the sold device 
5. Warranty repairs will be carried out in the shortest possible amount of time not exceeding 
14 days, counting from the moment of accepting the device for servicing If parts need to be 
imported, the repair deadline may be extended After the repairs have been carried out, the 
warranty period will be extended by the repair time 
6. The warrantor is not responsile for the loss of the device configuration settngs resulting 
from device repair or malfunction 
7. The warrantor may refuse to carry out warranty repairs or terminate the warranty if it is de-
termined that the seals placed on devices or components comprising it are damaged 
8. All remarks concerning the service and resulting from the warranty are made only in the se-
rvice of the Camsat company. 

The warranty does not cover
1. Mechanical damage of devices and failures occurring due to fortuitous events, such - cal 
substances. 
2. Damage occurring due to: improper handling of the device, using the device against its in-
tended use or the operating manual, customer’s negligence, improper use 
3. Claims on account of the technical parameters, if they are consistent with those indicated 
by the manufacturer 
4. Marks created during usage, such as scratches, soiling and localised wear are not covered 
by warranty In cases not regulated by the terms of this warranty sheet, the appropriate provi-
sions of the Civil Code are applicableDevice 

Warranty does not cover the traces generated during operation as scratches, dirt, wipe. 
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 Declaration of conformity
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Hereby, CAMSAT Gralak Przemyslaw declares that the product series CDS-6IPeco meets 
the essential requirements and other relevant provisions of Directive 1999/5 / WE. The 
device is CE marked, which indicates compliance with the guidelines of the Directive. The 
device can be sold and used for transmission in the 5 GHz band. The frequency range can
be adjusted using the settings in accordance with legal regulations in every country. It is 
your responsibility to be adequate settings of the complying with the applicable laws in 
the country or region. 

 Device disposal

 

Oferta i informacje: www.
Serwis: serwis@camsat.com.pl 

Całodobowa pomoc techniczna: 
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